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I. Introow::tion 

In the 1920' s a series of crime corrnnissions documented the patterns of 
case attrition from criminal justice systems in several states (Illinois 
Association for Criminal Justice, 1929 i Missouri Asscx:::iation for Crbninal 
Justice, 1926 i Pound and Frankfurter, 1922 i united states National Corrnnission 
on Law Observance and E.nforcement, 1931). 'Those "mortality charts" revealed 
some unsettling things: 

o OVer half of felony arrests resu.l ted in dismissal of all charges 

o From 4% to 67% of felony arrests were reduced to mis
demeanors 

o 

o 

From 50% to 86% of convictions were the result of 
guilty pleas, not jury trials 

Only 6% to 14% of felony arrests went to trial and only 
some of those trials were with juries. 

'!he same general pattern of enormous case attrition has continued to 

hold true into the 1970's and '80's (Vera InstitutE, 1977; Brosi, 1979; 

Boland and Brady, 1985). 

OVer the past decade, the National Institute of Justice has funded 

several studies that have probed the reasons for case attrition (cannavale 

and Falcon, 1976; Domash et al., 1980; Feeney et al., 1983; Forst et al., 

1381; McD::mald et al., 1981; Petersilia, 1976). One line of inquiry has 

been to focus on what has been called "inappropriate case attrition", meaning 

cases that reach dispositions that are different (usually mo....aning more leni-

ent) than they would have but for some failure in the operation of m.e crim

inal justice system, particularly policework. 

'!he present project grew out of the findings of these earlier studies, 

especially the survey of police-prosecutor relations by McDonald and asscx:::i-

ates (1981). Tnat study found that prosecutors everywhere complain that 
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• 
they were :rna.}::.ing less than optimal decisions because the police failed to 

• supply them with adequate jnfonn:'3tion i'lm\lt the facts of t..~e cases. 

The case-related connnunication break-d.owns between police and prosecutors 

were due to several factors including: inadequate incentives (the police 

• culture and reward system emphasizes arrests rather than convictions as 

measures of police perfonnance) i inadequate training (the police are not 

given the opportunity to learn the problems of prosecution particularly the 

• crucial inportance of detail, nuance, cornprehensi veness and redundancy in 

the case files used for prosecution) i inadequate feedback (the police do not 

learn of the ways that they contribute to inappropriate case attrition because 

they get virtually no feedback on the dispositions of their cases); escal-

ating costs (face-to-face case screening between police and prosecutors is 

being reduced in jurisdictions that once could afford them because of in-

" 
creased costs of police overtime); attitudes (for various reasons of their 

own the police deliberately withhold or fail to transmit data to prosecu-

tors); technology (the physical llP....aDS by which police reports are produced, 

• copied, stored, and transmitted to prosecutors causes data degradation) ; 

coordination (numerous separate documents must be assembled but often parts 

are missing); organization (police and prosecutors in many places do not and 

can not easily meet with each other to review cases) . 

The most effective method of case-related connnunications between police 

and prosecutors was identified as the early face-to-face case review between 

experienced prosecutors and the police officers involved in the particular 

cases. The fact that these reviews occurred close to the time of arrest 

llP-ant that missing infonnation and hot-leads could be identified and pursued 
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with a greater chance of success. Unfortunately, however, this methcx:1 was 

also the most costly and was beinq cut back in some jurisdjct:ions. 

II. Purpose 

A. A Possible Solution 

Among the possible solutions to the problems of police-prosecutor com

munication suggested by McD::mald et al. was to try to simulate this optimal

but-costly face-to-face reviei.v with a computer-assisted case reporting program 

that could operate on the relatively ine>.pensive microcomputers. Our present 

project attempts to implemP-Dt this solution. 

Such a solution had several attractive features. If the program could 

operate on microcomputers then it would be affordable by most police depart

IrP-Dts. '!he fact that reports would be typed would reduce the problem of the 

illegibility of handwritten reports. '!he ability of the computer to branch 

off into a series of sub-questions contingent upon aTl..c:;wers to earlier ques

tions allowed for the possibility of mimicking the kind of questioning that 

would occur between a police officer and a prose('."ltor in a live case review. 

'!he software was not intended to be just an electronic version of the 

standard police report form. It was not to display simply a template of 

items of information to be filled in. It would probe for subsequent details 

contingent upon initial details. '!hese probes would be particularly designed 

to obtain the kind of information needed by the prosecutor in order to have 

the strongest evidentiary position that the available facts could support. 

It was recognized from the start tha"t even the bo-st computer program 

would be a big step down from a live, face-to-face case review between a 
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prosect.ltor and a 'police officer. Some of the problems of communication 

might continuR. 'Thf'> pnl ir.f'> mil}ht still t:ry to ~t!ith_l}Qld il"1formatior1, for 

exampl e. All of the nuan8e aT)::l. bo::1y-language of the reporting officer would 

be lost. We had no illusions about the limitations of any computer simulation 

of live hmnan interactions. 

But, on the other hand, t.i.e computer seemed to offer a solutioll to a 

problem that many prosecutors had reported, namely, that the police are 

often aware of a lot more infonnation than they actually transmit to prose

cutors because they do not recognize its importance for prosecution or simply 

are not asked for it. (For example, the police often fail to report false 

exculpatory state..llle.I1ts by the defendant evidently because they erroneously 

think that anything less than a full confession is worthless to a prosecutor.) 

with its ability to branch and probe, the computer offered the potential 

for extracting such infonnation in a cost effective v.ray. Also, the computer 

would bring a degree of standardization to the quality of police reports. 

All officers entering cases would have to, at least, address all relevant 

questions. Some officers might still choose to enter "no answer" or "unknown" 

to some questions in order to deliberately withhold infonnation. But controls 

could be built into the sofn.;are so that such answers would not be accepted 

for many items; and for still other items (such as, dates, case identification 

numbers, officer identification numbers and other items) ranges of legitimate 

values could be built in so that illegitimate values would not be accepted 

(regardless of whether they were being entered deliberately or accidently). 

SUch controls would be a maj or improvement over the existing manual system 

of report-writin9" 'wherein the only control is the typically superficial 

review of the commanding officer. 
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OUr goal was not to prcx:1uce software that would JTB.ke the best p:>lice 

bP....st. Rather-: ":. \\.~s ::'0 .bring the overall average quality of all p:>lice 

rep:>rts up to a min:iJnum, predictable standard of thoroughness. 

B. The Mcx:1el 

The model that we hoped to approximate was something like a computerized 

version of a case preparation unit operated by the Nashville Police Depart

ment. McDonald and associates had discussed this unit as an illustration of 

the potential feasibility of a computer-assisted case preparation computer 

program. The unit consists of typists and supe:rvisory police officials. 

Police officers dictate their reports onto magnetic tapes under the guidance 

of the unit's supe:rvisors who may interrupt the dictation for clarification 

or expansion of the details. The tap=>....s are then transcribed. 

When the unit first began it developed a set of crime-specific interro

gatories which were designed to ensure that the legal elements of the case 

were adequately addressed by the reporting officer. These were used by para

legals (law students) to guide reporting police officers through their re

ports. It was claimed that the typists became so familiar with these inter

rogatories that even they were able to ask for clarification. 

The main disadvantage of the case preparation unit is its costs. It 

operates almost bventy-four hours a day seven days a weeki and for most of 

that time there are two connnand-level police officials and two typists on 

duty. Such an expense is out of the question for most police depart:ments. 

OUr proposed computerized version of this unit would eliminate most of 
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this expense. Tne crime-specific interr09'atories would be built into the 

c. F'aul ty Ass1..D11ptions 

The main disadvantage of our proposal as far as we could anticipate was 

that it would require that the police do their CMlJ1 typing. We wrongly assumed 

that this would be one of the major obstacles to the success of our software. 

That is we asstnned that the police would resist having to type reports and 

that they would be slow and inaccurate in their typing. In effect, we ac-

cepted as unchallengeable a fundamental premise which in retrospect we now 

seriously challenge, namely, that the police should not be required to be 

reasonably good typists. 

In reality the police in our test site (Nashville, Tennessee) and 

in other sites that we contacted have demonstrated a willingness to type 

reports and the ability to do so with reasonable speed and accuracy. We now 

realize that any future attempts to develop software for use by the police 

in applications such as the one we attempted should proceed on the assumption 

that the police can and should be expected to be ~tent typists.J. 

1 This is not to say that software design does not have to be efficient. 
Asking the police to type in more infonnation than they need or making them 
back in and out of files will defeat the prC>g'I'alTl's utility. In the Nashville 
Police Deparbnent we observed the nonuse of a computer prGg'raIU that was 
unrelated to our project but happened to be located in t.~e adjoining office. 
The program operates on a microcomputer and is intended to help the "Criroe
stoppers" unit keep track of informants, defendants, criminal events and 
rewards. 

The officers in the unit gave up using the program in part because it 
asked them for details that se:r:ved no purpose of theirs and because it see:rneci 
to them inefficient in that it required them to enter case information into 
three different files. 
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One of the maj or considerations in our choice of pro;ramming language 

and in the desjgn of our "sc:rF'Pn<:;1 (i. P. t]-l~ vi511al displays on t..~e cm.p'.1ter

monitor, WdS tilis mist:.aken belief thao;: int.er-active software for use by the 

police must minimize t.l1e aInOill1t of typing on their part. Ironically, it was 

in part the pursuit of this objective that contributed to making our software 

less lIuser-friendly" than it might have been. In our attempt to spoon-feed 

the police, we choked them. 

B::>th because of our erroneous belief that we had to minooze typing by 

the police and because of our fill1damental premise that the police hc:J. to be 

led through a series of questions which they might not otherwise answer, we 

proceeded to make a fundarno....ntal error. We underest.iJnated the importance of 

the free-fonn narrati va section of the police report. We tried to convert 

as much as of the information that might be given in the free-fonn narrative 

sections of t.~e report into questions about discreet aspects of the overall 

case. 

However, our field test has shown us that while this may insure that 

certain questions will get answered it does not eliminate the prosec'Utor's 

need for the free-fonn section of the police report. Tne reporting officer 

must still type a narrative and some of the information in it will necessarily 

repeat infonnation already given in the question-and-answer section of the 

report. 

Tne narrative section is essential because it gives prosecutors a grasp 

of the entire event as a whole and the whole tells them something more than 

the smn of its parts. It allows them to see how the parts are connected 

together and to make inferences about missing information and the credibility 

of inforrnation that waS reported. 
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D. Problems in ImDleJTlC'...J1tation 

::::n the e.Y}~, oar projEd: proved. to be a less rigorous test of the poten

tial of the computer to substantially improve the quality of police case 

preparation for prosecution than planned. The :majJ1 obstacle was the fact 

that approximately one-third of the project's time was in effect lost due to 

matters beyorrl our control. 

The programming language we adopted, namely, Better Basic, has deep 

bugs in it that not only delayed our software develop1'lP...J1t schedule but seri-

0usly degraded the quality of the final software application that we wrote. 

Some bugs could not be remedied and had to be "progranrrneci around" with a 

consequent loss in progrdlTl efficiency and user-friendliness. 

The scheduling delay had a domino effect on t...">J.e balance of the project. 

It l1lP~t that the project had to use the first fully operational version of 

the program. No refineJTlC'...J1ts based on initial field use were possible. No 

full-time project personnel were available to stay in the field with the 

computer; to get the police detectives to use it; to train them on its use; 

to solve program failures that occurred; and to do those various things 

necessary for a good field test. 

III. Methodology 

A. The Original Evaluation Design 

OUr proposal called for both a process and an impact evaluation. Tne 

process evaluation was to be based on several types of data. Firstly there 

was to be a description of field observations regarding the problems of 

developing, installing and administering the software. This was to include 
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the difficulties in pr~ the various features that were planned for 

the software. In addition interviews wprp t"n be dO!1e v!it.'1 polic:c Chid prose

cutors rega...-rcting the':'r experie.'1ces v,rith and opinions of the software. Also, 

any legal or political challenges to or ramifications of the use of the 

software were to be reported. And. , cormnents on the appropriate type of compu

ter hardware necessary to support the system were to be given. 

The impact evaluation was to be based on a before-and-after, quasi

experimental design. Cases prepared with the computer's assistance were to 

be compared with a matched sample of cases prepared under the traditionaJ. 

manual method to detennine whether the computer improved the quality of case 

information transmitted to the prosecutor and whether this resulted in a 

difference in the pattern of case attrition. 

This was to be done by having prosecutors rate the cases along 

several dimo-nsions. One series of questions would ask for the prosecutors' 

rating of the quality of case preparation regarding specific aspects of the 

case report (e.g., its comprehensiveness, coherence and overall strength). 

Another series of questions would ask prosecutors to estimate what the likely 

disposition of each case would be. 

The hypotheses to be tested were G'1at the cases prepared with the compu

ter's assistance would be rated as being better prepared and more likely to 

result in more severe dispositions than the manually prepared cases. 

B. The Revised Do-sign 

Due to the problems 1..11 implemo....ntation, our evaluation design has been 

reduced to a smaller base of experience than planned. But to the extent 

possible, we tried to follow the original design. 
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Most of this report is limited to the pror...ess evaluation. It reports 

the underlying logic of whi'lt. t.hE" softwnrp wnc:; intl?m"?d to do; t..11~ p!"Oble.rrs 

in implementatiom and observations relevant to future effor+..s of this Find. 

It includes findings from our field observations in the test site (Nashville) 

and interviews with police and prosev~tors familiar with the software that we 

c:::reated. But, these interviews are limite:) to ten police detectives and ten 

prosecutors who had direct e>..-perience with our software. In addition we 

have intervieWed police officials from three other jurisdictions where pro-

grams involving police use of computers in ways relate:) to our project. 

OUr impact evaluatioi:1 was reduce:) to a shadow of its original plan. A 

greatly weakened quasi -experimental design was used in a desperate effort to 

preserve some of the rigor of the original design. 

Two sets of the same three burglary cases were prepared. The "control" 

set consisted of the original manually-produced. police case reports. The 

"experimental" set consist€d of the exact same dC>Cl..TIftl=>...nts plus for each case 

a special report produced. with the assistance of our software. Each of the 

three cases involved burglary charges and each had been originally written by 

different police detectives. 2 

Prosecutors were asked to rate the cases along the dimensions of quality 

of case preparation and estimated disposition as originally planned. The 

2 Neither set of case reports contained the special report fonns 
prepared by Nashville Police De~Dt's case Preparation Unit. A comparison 
against that standard would not have been appropriate for our purposes. 

Tnat iS r we wanted to compare our software's case reports with the kind 
of manual case reports t.t'lat one usually finds in most other police depart
ments, the kind of deparbnents that were to be the beneficiaries of our 
software. The question to be answered was f "How much better would a compu
ter-assisted case report be compared to the manually produced. reports that 
are done in most jurisdictions?" 
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prosecutors who received the computer-assisted reports were also interviewed 

• for their opinions of the value of thp r.ompute:!:" e..n .ha."'1cc..'1lC..· .. rt.. 

It must bs pointed out that under "t.'1is \\7eak.ened design the nature of 

the potential impact of the computer-assisted case report is lind. ted to the 

• :ilnpact of the fom of the report rather than to any possible increase in 

information content. That is I the experimental case reports contained no 

more information in them than was contained in the original manual reports 

i :. from rNhich they were copied! This is because the computer-assisted reports 

used in this part of our evaluation were prepared by us and not by the police 

officers -v.rb.o reported the cases. This compromise was necessary because the 

case reports that police officers produced with the assistance of the computer 

were not usable. 

• IV. Tne Software Application 

A. Assumptions 

In designing the computer-assisted case preparation software application 

several factors were considered. The target population of future users of 

the software is police officers in small as well as large deparbnents. Thus 

keeping down the cost of the entire system (including the costs of purchasing I 

operating and modifying the hardware and the soft-ware) was a high priority. 

Tnis obj ecti ve was to be met by designing a system that would operate 

on the comparatively inexpensive microcomputers using the PC-IDS operating 

system and memories not exceedilng the 640K limit. It was also thought import-

ant to use a BASIC-like language and the assumption that police officers 

11 
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would be most likely to }mow BZl.SIC-like languages should small departments 

In retrospe::;t the ah..JVE asstnnptions were shor-...sighted. Once again, we 

accepted the status quo rather than expecti..rq that :mo::leTI1 p::>licing should be 

held to appropriately high standards of professional perfonnance. More 

specifically, we should have proceeded on the assumption that information

processing is one of the most critical functions that the p::>lice perfonn; 

and they should be appropriately trained and equipped to do so with the 

degree of efficiency that can be expected of any similar organization in 

today's high-technology world. 

No one would think of sending the police out without guns or'Vlith the 

cheapest possible guns or without training in the handling of guns. But 

police officers rarely use their guns whereas, in contrast, they produce a 

dozen or more reports a week; yet, they are not expected to be typists and 

they are not given word-processing eguipIIl""-I1t. By thinking that we had to 

develop the cheapest possible computer system we. were perpetuating this 

iInbalance in J;XJlice priorities al1d, at the same time, placing unnecessary 

constraints on our developIIl""--I1t options. 

B. Software Design 

our approach was to develop questions about the criminal incident that 

were universal so that they would be applicable to any and all criminal 

incidents. These were divided into three mutually exclusive modules in the 

program. The "Persons" module contains all the questions about all the 

persons involved in the incident. Tne "Event" module contains questions 

about certain things related to the crime and arrest, such as time and date . 

12 
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'Ihe "Prerpises" m:xlule contains questions abou-:' the place where the crime 

occurred and questions about vehicles thnt" lTV'ly h;:'!v<;? J:.ee..'1 i!lV()lvcd. (Sec 

Figure 1 for a descrip~ion of the software's components.) 

'Ihus, no matter "What the crime is the program asks the same basic ques

tions. It first asks about all the people involved. 'Ihen it asks about the 

circumstances of the crime, the arrest and any searches. 'Ihen it asks about 

the premises where the crime occurred (see sample screens, Figures 2a,b,c). 

within each of these modules there are sets, subsets, and subsubsets of 

questions which probe for additional information contingent upon answers to 

earlier questions. For example, in the Persons rn<rlule the user is asked to 

enter the name of a person involved in the incident. 'Ihen he is asked whether 

the person named is: a defendant, a victim, a v.ritness or a police officer. 

If the person is a police officer, then a set of questions relevant to police 

officers only is asked, such as their badge numbers, assignments, and roles 

in the ease. 

If there are no persons of a certain type (e. g. wi.tnesses ) involved in 

the ease, the questions relevant to that type are never asked. After the 

user responds to all the questions 

in one module, the program proceeds to the next rn<rlule and asks the questions 

in it. ('Ihis modular structure in the software was necessitated by the 

l:iJni.ts of BetterBASIC's data definition (mo...:mory) area.) 

'Ihe specific items of infonnation asked about in the modules 
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Figure 2a 

Sample Introductory Screens 
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Figure 2b 

Sample Introductory Screens 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

crISE FF:EF'M;n [011 : ~·UF.GLiIP.y 

Ihis is a brief introduction lo thE pregraa that handl?s data Entry 
for Burglary las opposed to oth!f [rime;). 

The entry of dala for this burglary is dividej j~tQ three [ates~riE5: 
the FEOFLE involvEd, 
the PREHl5ES bur1larired, 

and the EVEnT of the burglary. 

First you will enler the names 01 anyone a;socialed hith this case. 
Then ent2r all infcrmalion about lh~ burglarized prewi;~= anc i:s 
surroundings. Finally, you will be asked specific que;tj~n; ablut 
the facts 01 the crime and witness lesliffinny. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hit any Ley to ccntinu2 

~ 

FF~EG::S 

(This is an irtrQ~u:li:~ a~~ t~nu fc r gE~~Er:~~ ~Erscnal inf~r=alicn.) 
I. Y:u are to enter ~he na:25 an~ prill;1 r:las or 'L~ ~p~rle involVEd 

in lhi~ ca~e. 03 this hi choo;ln~ Cft, -- t: i~~ Ea~b ~afE. 
i. Toen, each ~ersa~ =houl~ t~ u~~atEj t: E~tE; :r2~i:ic infoflaliQn about 

thEir partici~a~isn in ~~!s ca5E. ~J lhis ~I ch:caitg CU> -- ~o u~date 
E~ch perSDn. Each ;Ers~~ i; upda~2d :n!~ :,: tilEI 

~. Finally, altEr all na1E5 ~aVE tEEn eotEr2~ i~d C;d~!E~, t~CJse (~) __ 
to go 00 tG lhE ne~t 5Etti3n. 

-------------------------------------------------~---- -----------------

11 Enter III ~2rti:i~a~ls fir:t. ~EicrE lCU cpdale 3ayone II 

I"~G~H~iIG~ RECUT f~aFLE 
========:::=~=~====:==== 

A -- Aru a n?~ p2~SJ~'S r.<~~ t~ t~E file 

u -- tF~hT~ a~ e:,isli'i r~r;~n·s rEcord 

Q -- ~Ulr anj ~D C~ to t~E E~2~~ 

Enter Ch:::E: A, U, ~r g 

.~ 
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Figure 2c 

Sample Introductory Screens 

,r 

-----------------------------------------------------------

n 1\ I II 1\ E II U 

--------------------------------------------_ .. _------------

:';> READ IlliF,OOUCTORl ItISTRUCIIOIlS 

BEG III WORK 011 A I~EW criSE 

PREPARE A PRlNlE~ REPORT OF n CASE 

EIID HilS 5E551011 

.J t TO MaVE FoO ItIT EF: IiETlIF:11 IIV 13 2EEIII WOF:l: 

f--J 
'-l 

l 
WELCGtlE TO WIF ~Efi-p~; I ~ rt~ [I;:: F =.Ef/'c H nm 

T~E EEI1EF:AL l~EA: iUs :oiT;p~:er pr:~r~r.: )'011 a~E :I:ir? is cE'siQned to 
~2lp ~ith the pr?parali:n oi curglary C3;E:. ihE r~~:~~; of using it 
[;:nsi=~5 0; re3cir;~ ~rci!lpls Gr qUESUC% fro:.: ~!. s:r~r1. !hF:1 ~illling 
r2~pc~5e; or 2ntering an;w?r; cn thE 121b~3rrl. 

f:(I:IIIE f.ESf'OI!5E:i: F~~ :;O~oE infonatic:i! a !ist :.1 f:.~r;itl! ch:Jiu5 
~ijl arp2ar in a ~hit~ pcp-u~ window cn the ri~~t hanj ;i~p cf ~h~ 
scr~En. it pnioler, hhich i'or C2:1 10H u;: ::r ~:;"r y.i:h l~f ~rr[Jl{ keys, 
H!ll also a?pear. To late yo~r re5p~~5E, ju~~ ~[\E th2 Jeinter up or 
~8~n until !t pc!nt~ tc Y3ur ~'Oi[E. lhE~ h:~ t"e ~ET~~~ Iny. 

Aft~r lOU hit th2 rEturn 12F. thE P~?-~~ wicd=~ ;ay rl:s~r~ear, in 
uh!ch tase thE ne:t i~E~ruct:J~, ~rc[~t ~r (uEs~icn ~!ll ~ppear EI~E
~her~ cn thE screen. Dr. SOl! few chcicE; ~a1 a~re3r :n thE rep-up 
"lr~:K, In eithEr l?52! the screEn Kill jn~::ati ~hi~ i11rrnation is 
t2in~ a;~ed !~r. 

In 3:;~,2 silualic:ls, t~E~~ nay te :;3re [heie:; Han I'jll lit in ~~e 

~~r-up windoM. 1~ Yie~ thE cne; not in the windtK, USE thE FAEE-UP 
,rid F{ISE U!lWI ~e r;. If there arE r~cicc5 abol? cr r2!:W til: :Joe:; you 
Cer. ;E~, thej' lIili tCi.OE intt ~:e". if r;Jt, ? :::H;'o \\;11 he heard • 

------------------'-' 
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were selected based upon our reviev.f of the infonnation that is currently 

asked on the police reports useCl in Nashvj]] e; j ntenrj e\~1S '\A7i th Nas..'tJ.ville 

prosecutors about the critical i terns of infonnation that are often absent or 

incomplete in reports; an::1 upon our CMn e>.-perience. 

C. User-Friendliness and Guidance 

'Ihe primary metho::1 of trying to make the system user-friendly was through 

the e>.tensive use of the "pop-up screen" facility of BetterBASIC. Whenever 

questions were asked that could be answered by selecting words or short 

phrases from a list, a pop-up screen was created. It is a rectangular screen 

containing the list of possible answers. It partially overlays (in a differ-

ent color) the screen with the original questions. 'Ihe user then moves the 

cursor to the correct choice and strikes the REIURN key. The choice is 

automatically printed in the appropriate answer space. 

In addition, user-friendliness was sought by using the graphics and 

color coding facilities to highlight instructions and choices for the user, 

and by providing an extensive set of instructions and prompts to guide the 

user. 

Further user-guidance was achieved by an error-trapping metho::1. At the 

end of each screen the user is asked if the infonnation he/she has entered 

on that particular screen is correct. If not, the screen is erased and the 

user re-enters the data. 

Another feature is that for certain items of infonnation entered by the 

user (e.g. the namo-s of all the persons and the descriptions of all the 

vehicles involved in the case) the computer automatically compiles lists 

which become pop-up screens themselves. Thus, at those points in the program 
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where the user is asked. such th.i.n;s as who was present at the search or the 

arrest: the list of all the n?llTlE"$ of the pen::;onc; :in the ('~!'U'" lX'ps up -''In::l t.l}e 

user merely points to the relevant names rather than having to retype them. 

D. The Prosecution Report 

The main design question regard.i.n; the prosecution report generated by 

the software was its fonnat. The key choice was between condensed or atended 

fonnats. Condensed reports would have omitted any sections of the report 

for which there was no infonnation and would have butted each separate section 

up against the preced.i.n; one so as to ,::onserve space. 

The extended fonnat prints all sections and begin.s each new section em 

a new page. The expected advantage was that this would allow prosecutors to 

know exactly where to look for certain information once they became farrJliar 

with the report fonnat. The disadvantage is that it consumes enonnous amounts 

of paper and spreads the report across several pages. 

v. Find.i.n;s 

In brief, it might be said of our project that the operation was a 

failure but the patient lived. 

o The police did not make significant use of our softwa.re application. 
But they favored the idea tp....hind it and favored the use of a friendlier 
version of it in the future. 

o The prosecutors liked the police report produced by the software and 
believed it would make them more efficient. 

o The quantitative analysis based on minimal data tentatively suggests 
that the software makes a difference in the prosecutors I estimate of 
the case preparation and in the probable disposition of the case. But, 
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the difference is not always in the dire.....--tion of a more severe dispo
sition for the defend~~t. 

'Ihe particular software application that we produced was not u.sed by 

the police to any significant extent. The nonuse was due primarily to three 

factors: the project delay and consequent inability to have a staff :person 

in the field coaxing and training officers in the use of the equipment: the 

user-unfriendliness of the software as it was finally written; and the fact 

that the reports produced on the computer were not scheduled to replace the 

handwritten reports: rather, they constituted duplicate work for the officers. 

Although the police made little use of our software, it was not because 

they were opposed to the idea behind it. Indeed virtually all detectives 

familiar with our software were in favor of it in principle: hoped that 

further work would be done to develop it; and indicated that they would 

pr!=fer to use such a prCXjrall1 rather than write reports manually (assuming 

the software met cer-~in conditions discussed below) . 

'Ihey felt that if prosecutors had to choose between manually produced 

reports and ones produced 'ivith the assistance of a software application such 

as ours, the prosecutors would prefer the computer-assisted reports because 

of their greater legibility, clearer organization and be'-'...ause the computer 

method seemed to help the police include more information relevant to proving 

the case. 3 Moreover, even though they found it slow and difficult to use 

3 Ol"le dissenting view was expressed by a detective who is notorious 
among prosecutors for filing poor case reports. He believed that prosecutors 
would prefer manually prcrluced reports because in court handwritten reports 
might "seem more affective rather than 'just a computer number'''. 
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our software, they believed that. with practice they would :!:"'e able to produce 

reIX>rts as fast as by hancL 

On the other harrl, when asked to compare the value of the rer.>Orts pro

duced with our software to the special prosecution reIX>rts produced by Nash

ville Police .Deparbnent's case Preparation Unit, most of the detectives 

believed that prosecutors would find the latter more useful. 

'There are four conditions that the detectives regarded as essential 

before they would use such software: (1) the software must be highly user

friendly; (2) the IX>lice would have to be adequately trained on it; (3) the 

reIX>rt "that they would type on the computer must not duplicate any other 

reIX>rt that they would have to give; and, (4) hard-copies of the reIX>rts 

must be readily available if wanted. (None of these conditions were met by 

our program.) 

'The response among prosecutors to the sample case reIX>rts produced with 

the assistance of our software was largely IX>sitive but with some qualifica

tions. 

Without training in the use of our reIX>r-...s, prosecutors were able to 

read them and understand them immediately. 'They liked numerous particular 

features of the computer-assisted case report including its legibility; its 

level of detail; its consistency (among different authors of reports); its 

summary of the roles enacted by everyone in the case; its fonnati and its 

comprehensiveness. 

'The prosecutors reported that the computer-assisted reIX>rts made it 

easier for them to quickly review the highlights of the case, an important 

advantage when one has to disIX>se of a large daily caseload without much 

time for thorough preparation. 
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But, prosecutors also pointed out some limitations of the computer-

assisted. reports. The !!Dst critic:::.l li."1'it.=tien is t~:::."t "the prO'-;l!.CUTI car: net 

eliminate the need for a free-form, narrative section to the police rep8rt. 

It is to the na-rrative that the prosecutors ultimately go in order to deter-

mine how all the parts of the puzzle fit together. 

Prosecutors could not say whether having the computer-assisted report 

would result in any difference in what they decide to do with the case. 

The quantitative analysis found that in two of t."'1e three cases, the 

presence of the computer-assisted case report had a significant effect on 

the prosecutors' evaluation of the quality of the case and the estimated 

disposition of the case. But, the effect was in opposite directions. In 

one case the presence of the computer report resulted in prosecutors regarding 

the case as stronger and in the other case, weaker. '!his result is not what 

we had predicted but it is not altogether une:>.-pected ox' negative. 

The general hypothesis was that the presence of the computer report 

would improve t:.1e quality of all cases and result in estimates of more severe 

dispositions. But, we also acknowledged the fact that information is neutral 

with respect to conviction or acquittal. More or clearer information could 

sornetimo......s result in cases being dropped that might otherwise have gone fur-

ther. OUr findings appear to confirm this latter possibility. However; 

these findings must be regarded as tentative at best because of the small 

size of the samples of both respondents and case fact-patterns upon which 

they are based. 

The impact of the computer-assisted report compared to the traditional, 

manually-produced. report is demonstrated in Figures 3,4,5,6. Tnese represent 

four of the 16 out of 18 l'fIC'.-O.sures of the prosecutors's estimates of the 
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quality of case preparation or case strength ,,;here the interaction between 

the type of case (fact-pattern) and the pre_c:;enrJ.=> n:r rIDsenC'.e of t..l;e C(J;lqJ~t::er 

enhancerno~t were statistically significant. 

In each of these figures it is clear that the impact of the computer 

enhancement varies depending upon the fact-pattern of the case. Although 

the three cases were all charged as "burglaries", their fact-patterns differed 

substantially, which in turn was related to the prosecutors's estimates of 

their respective probabilities of conviction, as shown in Table 1. ('..ase # 

2 had the highest average estimated probability of conviction; Case # 3, 

the lowest. 

Table 1 

Prosecutors' Estimated Probability of Conviction By Case 

Case. # N Mean StdDev st Err Vari- Caef. of 
of ance variation 

Mean 

1 17 75.5 19.3 4.8 393.3 26.2 
2 l7 79.6 21.9 5.3 480.2 27.5 
3 17 62.0 31.2 7.5 975.1 50.3 

The computer enhancement had the greatest effect on Case '# 3. It sig-

nificantly increased the prosecutors's estimates of the probability of con-

viction (Figure 3); and the overall evaluation of the preparation of the 

case (Figure 4) ; and, it significantly reduced their perceived need for addi-

tional infonnation (Figure 5) and their estimate that the case would reach a 

different disposition if additional infonnation about the case were available 
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to them (Figure 6) . 

v. other Software Options 

Although our particular software design does not rneri t further develop-

ment, we have reviewed an alternative software design that holds promise. 

It is based on a design that we considered and rejected because it is more 

modest than what we attempted to do. Nevertheless, its comparative simplicity 

seems to be the key to its success. 'Ihe design is the one that underlies 

the proprietary program called ALECS by Coastal computer Systems. It is 

currently fully operational and being used by two police departments who 

give it high praise. 4 

'Ihis software does not attempt to simulate a dynamic, contingency-based 

probing interview with a prosecutor (as ours does) and it does not assume 

rnmirnal typing skills among police officers (as ours d~--s). Officers sit at 

a tenninal and are prompted to fill in the items on the screen which is just 

an electronic version of t.he usual police report fonn. At the end the police-

user types in a narrative account of the e . as one would do on existing 

police fonns. 

Also being prepared for optional use with ALECS is an expert system 

that selects charges based on a feltl questions that the computer asks the 

officer. 'Ihe limited prototype model of this expert system that we reviewed 

4. 'Ihe system was produced by Coastal computer Systems, Inc., long 
Beach, New York. Its developITl""'Jlt "\-JaS initiated by Lt. Joseph Lauriano of 
the Lynbrook (New York) Police Department. It operates on a rnmicomputer 
and can be configured to support as many as 150 tenninals at one time. It 
does on-line booking and arrest processing and preparation of the prosecution 
report. It also perfonns other functions (see Mattura, 1986; and Unnamed, 
1986). 
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demonstrates the technical feasibility (in the limited sense e.>.."Plained below) 

of using an expert system to assist in rraking thjs pardcular de::::ision. But 

whether such a system represents a viable alternative to current practice 

remains to be demonstrated. 

Among the problems that can be anticipated with the use of such a system 

are: the likely resistance of prosecutors to putting their discretionary 

policies into a concrete fonn that could raise political risks I and. the 

problem of "overcharging". The prototype we reviewed employs a strictly 

legalistic approach to selecting charges. It asks the user for facts about 

the criminal event and then lists every section of the penal code that is 

relevant to those facts. This results in what many people would regard as 

"overcharging". 

Installing such a system would not achieve the dismissing or reducing of 

weak or low priority cases. Until this or another prototype system has 

demonstrated the feasibility of incorporating criteria that are higher than 

merely a legal, probable cause standard for chaJ..-ge selection computer-assisted 

charging will remain only an intriguing possibility. 

A second type of software that may hold promise for application to the 

police-prosecutor communication problem derives the emerging field of com

puter-assisted-telephone-interviewing, CATI systems (Freeman and Shanks, 

1983; ShanJr.s and Tortora, 1985). CATI systems consist in part of questions 

that inte:r:viewers ask respondents over the phone. The answers are keyed 

into the computer by the interviewer. The system could present the questions 

on a monitor and have me respondent key in the answers directly. This 

aspect of the CATI systems is not remarkable and does not differ substantially 
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from the AIECS system described earlier or other systems that can be construc-

,ted with such programs as DM..SE III or REASE. 

The intriguing feature of the CATI systems lies in their potential 

solution to the problem of the narrative section of the police report. In 

theory, the CATI systems can take the answers which have been given to dis-

creet questions and assemble them into a narrative account of those facts. 

In other words, CATI systems might be able to solve the crucial weakness 

in our own and other software lai"1guages. They might be able to not just take 

the case report apart detail for detail but also to reassemble it in a nar-

rative. Remember it is the narrative that prosecutors rely upon heavily for 

their sense of the case. It is the narrative that case preparation units 

like the Nashville Police Departments are designed to enhance. It is the 

narrative that repeats much of the detailed information that the reporting 

officer has already had to enter in the fixed-format section of the report . 

And, it is the narrative that tends to be the most problematic section of 

the police report. 

If a CATI system could be developed to ask the extensive contingency-

based probing questions of police officers and also to assemble the answers 

into both a fixed-format and a narrative account of the incident, such. a 

system would constitute a major advance in police-prosecutor communications. 

However, such a system would be more complex than the type of questioning 

for which. CATI systems are currently used. Thus, one of the pioneers of t..'1is 

technology and currently Director of the Computer-Assisted Survey Methods 

Program of the University of california, l3erkeley, Dr. Merill Shanks cautions 
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that exploring the possibility of such an application should pro::::eed on a 

mcx:lest scale. 5 

VI. Conclusions 

OUr major conclusion is that it is not currently feasible to substan-

tially simulate a face-to-face case report preparation session between a 

police officer and a prosecutor using a micro-computer. But it is possible 

to develop software that will guide police officers through the typing of 

the equivalent of nonnal police reports. And, it is feasible to expect that 

police officers who have had no typing lessons will quickly and willingly 

develop sufficient skill to use such interactive software. 

Moreover, reports produced with the assistance of the computer will be 

accepted. by prosecutors as an important improvement over handwritten reports. 

Most importantly, in some cases depending upon the fact-pattern involved., 

such reports will have a significant influence on the prosecutors' estimates 

of the quality of case preparation and the probable disposition of the case. 

sometimes computer-assisted. re};XJrts will make the cases seem stronger than 

they would otherwise have seemed; and sometimes, weaker. In as much as, 

infonnation is neutral with respective to guilt or innocence, such an outcome 

is in keeping with the interests of justice. 

However, there are narrower limitS to what can be done with a computer 

than the enthusiasts might lead one to believe. 

5 Interviewed. by phone, August 2, 1988. Dr. Shanks stressed. that 
while CATI systems can produce something that is called. a "narrative" the 
quality of that narrative may not be sufficient to meet the need.s of a complex 
application such as the one involved. in police-prosecutor comrmm.ication. He 
believes that the best way to detennine the utility this software is to 
develop a prototype and to get users to assess its value. 
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Although the computer can be pr~ to branch and probe 

for infonnation, there is a limit to hov.r many quest:i.ons ("'..an be aske1 before 

the proqram becomes tiresome and. unfrierdly. Moreover I this approach can 

not eliminate or substantially reduce the need for a free-teht narrative of 

the incident. In fact too many questions in the fixed-answer fonnat section 

of the report, would probably discourage users from writing good free-text 

narratives because many of the details would have to be given twice. 

The narrative chronology is an essential source of infonnation for 

prosecutors and can not be omitted or replaced by a series of answers to 

specific questions. The narrative pr0v:ides the only way in which the prose-

cutor can get a sense of how the pieces of the puzzle fit together. 

Computer-assistance in the preparation of cases can not solve certain 

problems in the police-prosecution communication link. Prosecutors will 

still be suspicious of the credibility of the reports of certain police 

officers who they have come to distrust. Poor investigations will not be 

irrproved just because they are reported through a computer. Police lTl"'-lT\Ories 

will fade and the quality of police reports will suffer if the police do not 

make their reports as close to the incident as possible. (Some prosecutors 

believe that this should be done in the field at the crime scene and. innnedi-

ately after arrest.) 

It is technically feasible to produce an expert system that will select 

cri1ninal charges based on a literal reading of the penal code i but the use-

fulness of such a system remains to demonstrated. 

An expert system that selected all relevant charges based on a literal 

reading of the penal cede would please the police but would not be in keeping 

with professional standards regarding proper charging. A system that incorp-
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orated a local prosecutor's policies of downgrading or rejecting charges in 

certain cases will involve substantial political risks for the prosecutor. 

A system that weighs case strength as one of the criteria for case acr...eptance 

has yet to be developed. The latter seems feasible but it may have to rely 

on police judgments about case strength which could prove unreliable. 

One of the crucial functions of the police is to gather infonnation and 

transmit it to the prosecutors for disposition decisions. Greater amounts 

of information in the police reports does result in cases being more likely 

to be resolved on their merits, which in effect means more likely to reach a 

more severe disposition than might otherwise have cx::curred. Thus the police 

should be required to have the skills and teclmolo::nr appropriate to this 

crucial function. They should be able to type and should have data processing 

equipment and software to support this function. Moreover, their personal 

evaluations should be based in part upon the quality of their performance of 

these skills. 

Attrition rates either for individual officers or for departmP-nts as a 

whole are inappropriate measures of police performance relative to the prose-

cution of cases. The more appropriate measure is the quality of case prepara-

tion. Hcrwever, instruments for rno...asuring the quality of case preparation 

have not yet been perfected. Before police performance from the point of 

view of the prosecutor can become subj ect to quality control, these instru-

ments will have to be further refined. 
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